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ABSTRACT: An analysis of the crystallization kinetics of dif-
ferent grades of isotactic polypropylene (iPP) is here presented.
To describe the crystallization kinetics as a function of molecu-
lar and operating parameters, the methodological path fol-
lowed was the preparation of quenched samples of known
cooling histories, calorimetric crystallization isotherms tests, dif-
ferential scanning calorimetry cooling ramps, wide angle X-ray
diffraction (WAXD) measurements, and density determination.
The WAXD analysis performed on the quenched iPP samples
confirmed that during the fast cooling at least a crystalline
structure and a mesomorphic one form. The diffractograms
were analyzed by a deconvolution procedure, to identify the
relationship between the cooling history and the distribution of

the crystalline phases. The whole body of results (including cal-
orimetric ones) provides a wide basis for the identification
of a crystallization model suitable to describe solidification in
polymer-processing operations, based on the Kolmogoroff–
Avrami–Evans nonisothermal approach. The kinetic parame-
ters, determined for all the materials, are discussed, highlight-
ing the effect of molecular parameters on the crystallization
kinetics: molecular mass and distribution, tacticity, nucleating
agents, and ethylene units content. � 2007 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
J Appl Polym Sci 104: 1358–1367, 2007
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INTRODUCTION

The crystalline structure of the polymer is extremely
relevant for practical purposes as it significantly influ-
ences the properties of final products. Generally
speaking, polymer crystallization under processing
conditions cannot be strictly considered an ‘‘equilib-
rium’’ phenomenon, since it is not possible to separate
thermodynamics from kinetic effects on processes.
Furthermore, polymeric materials crystallization is
always limited by molecular mobility, and very often
leads to metastable phases.1 Evidences of the forma-
tion of metastable phases under drastic conditions
(high cooling rates and/or high deformation rates)
have been widely reported for several semicrystalline
polymers.2–6

From the aforementioned arguments, it comes out
that the structure of semicrystalline polymers, being
kinetically controlled, is always strongly affected by
processing conditions. In actual industrial polymer
processing, crystallization generally occurs under

nonisothermal conditions and analysis of crystalliza-
tion kinetics is not straightforward.

With reference to isotactic polypropylene (iPP), it is
well known that crystallization toward monoclinic
crystalline structure is preferred at high temperature,
whereas a mesomorphic highly disordered phase is
mainly obtained at lower temperatures.7,8

Several attempts have been made to describe noniso-
thermal crystallization kinetics with simplifying assump-
tions9–13 and procedures have also been developed to
determine the relevant rate parameters with no concern
on the experimental conditions encountered during pro-
cessing where drastic solidification conditions are deter-
mined by large pressures, stresses, and temperature gra-
dients.9,10 As a matter of fact, the data obtained from tra-
ditional techniques, such as calorimetric cooling ramps,
are restricted to few degrees Celsius per second. Such
cooling rates are orders of magnitude lower than those
experienced by the material during polymer processing.
In recent years, our group undertook quantitative studies
of crystallization under high cooling rates (continuous
cooling transformation, CCT14) with reference to differ-
ent materials, such as poly(ethylene terephthalate)
(PET)15 and polyamide6 (PA6).16,17

Furthermore, the crystalline structure of iPP quen-
ched from the melt is affected not only by cooling rate,
or generally by processing conditions, but also by mo-
lecular parameters like molecular mass (Mw) and mo-
lecular mass distribution (MWD). Different configura-
tions (isotacticity and head-to-tail sequences) or addi-
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tion of small monomeric units and nucleating agents
can also influence the final structure.18–25

Influence of molecular weight on polymer crystalliza-
tion is controversial. Stem length indeed interferes with
entanglement density, thus determining a rate-con-
trolled segregation regime of topological constraints in
noncrystalline regions. Very low molecular weight tails
of the distribution are shown to positively affect crystal-
lization kinetics, although their thermodynamic action
should not favor perfection of crystallites.1

It is known from the literature that crystallization
kinetics of semicrystalline polymers is influenced by
the presence of contaminants. The main effect of the
addition of a nucleating agent is an increase of the
final crystallinity level together with a higher final
density and a finer and homogeneous crystal size dis-
tribution. This typical effect of enhancement of the
overall crystallization kinetics allows one to infer that
crystallization kinetics is nucleation-controlled, being
the nucleation step the rate-determining one, while
the growth rate remains almost unaffected.22,23

On the other hand, the incorporation of a small con-
tent of ethylene units in the polypropylene chains has
an influence on the regularity of the molecular struc-
ture. In fact, a change in tacticity induced by the short-
ening of isotactic sequences was observed.26 Although
this has a negative influence on crystallization kinetics,
an opposite effect should come from the enhanced mo-
bility due to the presence of the ethylene sequences. As
a result of these counteracting effects, a relatively nar-
row window of cooling rates exists in which an
enhancement of crystallization kinetics sets in.19

A better understanding of the relation between pro-
cessing and properties can be achieved if the absolute
crystallinity during transformation can be predicted as a
function of processing conditions. This prediction has to
be supported by a crystallization kinetics model; in this
article, a modified two-phase nonisothermal form of the
Kolmogoroff–Avrami–Evansmodel was used to describe
the crystallization kinetics.27–32

The main purpose of this study is to underline the
relevance of thermal history resulting from various
cooling conditions on the crystallization kinetics of dif-
ferent grades of iPP containing various additives such
as nucleating agents and small content of ethylene.

More specifically, the article attempts to identify rel-
evant material parameters determining quiescent non-
isothermal crystallization kinetics simulating polymer
solidification under processing conditions. One has
obviously to cope with commercially relevant grades,
which implies constraints in the span they cover.
Therefore limitations arise not only due to the intrinsic
poor significance of material parameters to crystalliza-
tion kinetics but also owing to the limitation on the
grades one can recover on the market.

Finally, one of the main issues of this work is the
appropriate comparison among the investigated iPP

samples to outline, when possible, the influence on
the crystallization kinetics of average molecular mass,
molecular-mass distribution, isotacticity, copolymer-
ization with small amount of ethylene units, and the
addition of nucleating agents.

THEORY: CRYSTALLIZATION
KINETICSMODEL

When dealing with crystallization of iPP, the numer-
ous crystalline modifications of this material must be
accounted for, since a, b, or g crystals may form upon
solidification from the melt. The resulting complex
frame can be simplified based on some experimental
evidences, supported by several references.19,22–24 As
for the b phase, it basically shows up only if specific b
nucleants are added; therefore, for commercial non-b-
nucleated iPPs, it does not form22–24; traces of g form
crystals are often present, but always in minor amount
and in a narrow window of operating conditions (i.e.,
cooling rates), hence its presence is neglected without
affecting the reliability of the results.19

Under the aforementioned hypotheses, as two dif-
ferent crystalline phases are formed (a and mesomor-
phic), at least two kinetic processes take place simulta-
neously. The simplest model is a parallel of two ki-
netic processes noninteracting and competing for the
available molten material. The kinetic equation adop-
ted here for both processes is the nonisothermal for-
mulation by Nakamura et al.9,10 of the Kolmogoroff–
Avrami–Evans model.27–30

The model is based on the following equation:

XðtÞ
X1

¼ 1� exp½�EðtÞ� (1)

where X(t) and X1 are the crystallized volume frac-
tion at time t and in equilibrium conditions, respec-
tively. For simplicity and for the sake of generaliza-
tion, X1 is here assumed to be a material constant,
although it has been reported its dependence upon
the crystallization history (crystal size distribution
and degree of perfection).33

E(t) is the expectancy of crystallized volume fraction
if no impingement would occur. A different formula-
tion of the model can be easily obtained by differentia-
tion of eq. (1), thus getting

dx
dt

¼ ð1� xÞ _EðtÞ (2)

where the relative volume fraction is

x ¼ XðtÞ
X1

(3)

Since in the case of interest two crystalline phases de-
velop, the simplest extension of the present model is
to assume that those phases grow independently in
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parallel, competing each other for the residual fraction
of available melt. Under this hypothesis, the rate equa-
tion, for the general case of m crystalline phases devel-
oping simultaneously, becomes

dxi
dt

¼ 1�
X
i

xi

 !
_EiðtÞ for i ¼ 1; . . . ;m (4)

The following function, suggested by several
authors,31–34 can be adopted for the expression of the
time derivative of the expectancy, leading to a rate
equation proportional to the fraction of untrans-
formed material times the current value of the kinetic
constant, in which nucleation and growth rates have
been lumped together (nucleation and growth are
therefore isokinetic):

dxi
dt

¼ 1�
X
i

xi

 !
ni ln 2

Z t

0

KiðTÞds
� �ni�1

KiðTÞ

i ¼ 1; . . . ;m ð5Þ
The form adopted in eq. (5) for the time derivative of
the expectancy reduces to the classical Avrami form,
with a dimensionality index ni for the ith phase, if an
isothermal experiment is considered. As for the de-
pendence of the rate constant Ki on temperature, the
simplest expression that one can consider is a Gaus-
sian shaped curve:

KiðTÞ ¼ K0;i exp � 4 ln 2ðT � Tmax;iÞ2
D2

i

" #
i ¼ 1; . . . ;m (6)

where Di, Tmax,i, and K0,i are the half width, the tem-
perature where the maximum of Ki is attained, and
the maximum value of Ki itself, respectively.

33

The governing equations with reference to two
phases (a and mesomorphic phase) are the following:

dxa
dt

¼ ð1� xa � xmÞna ln 2

Z t

0

KaðTÞds
� �na�1

KaðTÞ (7)

dxm
dt

¼ ð1� xa � xmÞnm ln 2

Z t

0

KmðTÞds
� �nm�1

KmðTÞ (8)

where a and m indices stand for the monoclinic and
the mesomorphic phases, respectively.

This system of two coupled ordinary differential

equations can be integrated with the appropriate ini-

tial conditions (xa ¼ xm ¼ 0 for t ¼ 0). The integration

leads to crystallinity development with time under

any temperature history.
Figure 1 shows a typical K(T) curve for the two dif-

ferent phases, and Figure 2 outlines the influence of
two main parameters, the product of K0 and D (nearly
the area under the K(T) curve sometimes called crys-

tallizability)33 and the Avrami index n. This latter is
representative of the sensitivity of the crystallization
kinetics to the cooling rate, a larger n leads in fact to a
faster dependence of final crystallinity on cooling
rate, the curves crossover is however always the
same, i.e., about one half of the maximum attainable
crystallization at an abscissa of K0D. The crystallizabil-
ity is a cooling rate scaling factor of crystallization
kinetics; as a matter of fact, a larger value of K0D leads
to a shift along the abscissa of the curve, i.e., along the
cooling rate, such that the larger the crystallizability,
the more pronounced the material tendency to cry-
stallize.33

Before discussing the results obtained concerning
the sensitivity of the cited parameters on polymer
composition, it is worth to point out the intrinsic limi-
tations of the approach adopted related to its empiri-
cal nature. They depend on the origin of the KAE
equation describing the nucleation and growth with-
out diffusivity constraints and without accounting
for the possible nonisokinetic contribution of each
mechanism, with a simple mathematical extension to
the nonisothermal conditions and finally without
accounting for the complexity of crystallization in
polymer melts, clearly a multistage process.1

A slightly different modeling is represented by the
so-called ‘‘Schneider rate equations’’13; Schneider
et al. underline that their approach consists in an
application of Avrami’s (and Tobin’s) impingement
model leading to a different mathematical and more
easy-to-handle formulation, based on a set of differen-
tial equations instead of dealing with integral equa-
tions. In other words, although their formulation en-
hances the applicability to process modeling, the
physics behind it is completely described by the
Avrami model. Therefore, the use of Schneider’s

Figure 1 Kinetics constant versus temperature for a and
mesomorphic phase.
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approach is more advisable when dealing with ‘‘non-
lumped’’ problem, to be solved by coupling of trans-
port equations.

All things considered, an analysis of the literature
studies on polymer crystallization kinetics shows that
the isokinetics approach is the most widely adopted
(see the recent review by Pantani et al.35); moreover,
the limitations imposed by the isokinetic hypothesis
do not weaken the self consistency and the abundance
of information provided here. In any case, the limits of
the aforementioned approach can be overcome by
recalling the original Kolmogoroff’s model (which
accounts for the number of nuclei per unit volume on
spherulitic growth rate) and determining the average
radius of spherulites based on geometrical considera-
tions (i.e., counting the number of nuclei), as shown
by Zuidema et al.36 and Pantani et al.37 This approach
has however some limitations, since it can be applied
only to conditions where a recognizable spherulitic
morphology is formed, i.e., either low cooling rates or
conditions where the spherulites are dispersed in a
noncrystalline matrix, as in the case of mesomorphic
iPP phase.2 This possible refinement of the analysis is
however far beyond the scope of the present article,
both due to its aforementioned limitations and to the
macroscopic approach here adopted, aiming to
describe crystallization kinetics parameters in the
broadest possible range of quiescent solidification con-
ditions, i.e., under conditions emulating polymer pro-
cessing, except for the role of orientation and pressure.

EXPERIMENTAL

Different grades of iPP, kindly supplied by Borealis
and Himont, were used in this work. The main fea-
tures of the different grades of iPP tested are listed in
Table I.

The iPP samples were subjected to cooling from the
melt after being kept at 2508C for 30 min to circum-
vent memory effects.38,39 Samples of each material
were prepared under cooling rates ranging from 0.01

to 10008C/s. The experimental procedure, involving
also the recording of the thermal history the polymer
undergoes during solidification, is extensively des-
cribed elsewhere.3,14 One of the major features of the
protocol adopted concerns the issue of sample homo-
geneity, which is crucial to the method, being the
recorded thermal history the only information for
determining the final sample structure. Therefore,
macroscopic probes such as density and wide-angle
X-ray diffraction (WAXD) may be used to characterize
the structure attained.

During this kind of experiments, the cooling rates
are not constant; the reference cooling rate for each
thermal history was chosen as the one experienced by
the sample at the iPP characteristic temperature of
708C.2,14

Figure 3 reports a typical set of cooling histories
(ranging from 0.1 up to nearly 10008C/s) to which
materials were subjected.

Final densities have been determined by a water-
ethyl alcohol density gradient column kept at 108C.
Figure 4 reports an example of density versus cooling
rate for an iPP grade. In particular, a ‘‘pure’’ iPP (free
of additives) is shown. Three zone, characterized by
different features, can be distinguished:2,14

i. At low cooling rates, the density slowly de-
creases with cooling rate.

ii. At the highest cooling rates, a low plateau den-
sity is observed, related to the onset of the meta-
stable phase of iPP (mesomorphic phase). Once
this plateau is reached, density does not change
further upon increasing cooling rate.

iii. In an intermediate cooling rate range, the two
zones are connected together by a region where
the material exhibits a significant density drop
upon increasing cooling rate (density cut-off).

Figure 2 Crystallinity volume fraction as a function of cool-
ing rate.

TABLE I
Characteristics of the Materials Studied in This Work

Material
name Mw MWD Xs

a Notes

HPB 430,000 6.6 2.9
M2 208,000 3.5 4.5
M6 391,000 5.6 4.6
M7N 379,000 5.3 3.4 þTalc 1000 ppm
M9 380,000 3.8 5.0 Copolymer

0.5% ethylene
M12 252,000 5.4 13.9
M14 293,000 7.3 5.2 Copolymer

3.1% ethyleneþDBS
M16 293,000 7.3 5.2 Copolymer

3.1% ethylene
iPP1 476,000 6
iPP2 405,000 26 Bimodal MWD
iPP3 489,000 9.7
iPP4 481,000 6.4

a Xylene soluble weight percentage.
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Wide angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) measure-
ments were performed by a Philips diffractometer.
The Cu Ka Nickel-filtered radiation was produced by
a Philips PW1150 generator. A computer-assisted go-
niometer accomplished an optimized step scanning of
0.05 to 0.28 in the 2y interval from 68 to 358, depending
on the peak height and derivative, with a count time
of 60 s.

X-ray patterns, reported in Figure 5, follow the
same trend as density with cooling rate, showing a
continuous increase of width at half-height of crystal-
line entities as cooling rate decreases. At low cooling
rates stable phases are formed, while at the highest
cooling rates the mesomorphic one forms. In an inter-
mediate cooling rate range, the stable monoclinic
phase content decreases with cooling rate, while the
mesomorphic one increases.2,14

The amount of the phases is determined by a decon-
volution procedure based on the best fitting of euristic
functions to the WAXD experimental data, representa-

tive of pure phases spectra. The deconvolution proto-
col40 utilizes Pearson VII functions either for the amor-
phous halo or for the crystalline components, mono-
clinic and mesomorphic one. In this approach, all the
patterns of the same series (a series is referred to the
same material quenched at different cooling rates) are
simultaneously subjected to the fitting routine. Some
of the fitting parameters are globally optimized over
the whole experimental pattern, whereas others are
locally determined by a single diffraction pattern. The
main benefit involved by such procedure is that the
samples of the series are subjected to internal compar-
ison by a unique fitting run, so that, even if the
amounts of the phases could not have an absolute sig-
nificance, the relative values are indeed reliable.

A typical deconvolution obtained by this procedure
is shown in Figure 6. The monoclinic, mesomorphic,

Figure 3 Cooling versus temperature in quenching tests.

Figure 4 Density versus cooling rate at 708C. Filled sym-
bols: samples prepared under constant cooling rate in a DSC
apparatus; open symbols: samples prepared in a quenching
device.14

Figure 5 WAXD patterns for a set of samples at different
cooling rate.

Figure 6 Typical deconvolution of WAXD patterns.
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and amorphous phase amounts are plotted in Figure 7
as function of cooling rate.

The results shown in Figure 7 have been predicted
by the authors for an iPP grade in the frame of the
KAE approach, including a secondary crystallization
in series to the primary at low cooling rates, as
shown in a previous article.31 Details will not be
reported here for the sake of brevity, going beyond the
scope of the present article.

In isotactic poly(propylene) (iPP) samples obtained
by quenching from the melt, three phases can be
simultaneously present:

i. The amorphous phase
ii. The amonoclinic one
iii. The mesomorphic one.41,42

The problem of the determination of the amounts of
phases is quite complicated particularly when the
cooling rates are very high. The mesomorphic phase,
in fact, is a disordered phase and it exhibits rather
broad diffraction maxima similarly to the amorphous
halo.

The availability of a reliable procedure for the deter-
mination of the amounts of phases for iPP should
allow the physically grounded statement of a constitu-
tive equation for the nonisothermal crystallization

behavior, like those recently suggested for multiple
phases formation.3,17,31,32

DSC tests in the interval 1–408C/min have been per-
formed in a Perkin–Elmer DSC7 apparatus. In addi-
tion, isothermal tests were performed in the same ap-
paratus (Figs. 8 and 9).

The data available for the kinetics description cover
a very wide range of crystallization conditions. Sets
including calorimetric crystallization isotherms and
DSC cooling ramps, as well as quenched samples of
known cooling history, were used to identify the crys-
tallization kinetics parameters.

RESULTS ANDDISCUSSION: DENSITY
DATA AND CRYSTALLIZATION KINETIC

MODEL PARAMETERS

Figures 10–13 show a comparison of the density de-
pendence upon cooling rate for the iPP grades stud-
ied, whereas Table II reports the crystallization
kinetics model parameters calculated by a best fitting
procedure not only on the basis of the final monoclinic
and mesomorphic content of the quenched samples,
taken from the deconvolution of the WAXD patterns,
but also accounting for results that provide the time
and the temperature at the maxima of the crystalliza-
tion rate (isothermal tests and DSC measurements),

Figure 7 Final crystallinity versus cooling rate.

Figure 8 Temperature of maximum crystallization rate
from DSC constant cooling experiments.

Figure 9 Time of the maximum crystallization rate from
isothermal experiments.

Figure 10 Effect of nucleating agents onto the density ver-
sus cooling rate behavior.
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respectively. For this purpose, a multiobjective opti-
mization code was adopted.

It should be noticed that Table II reports for the
mesomorphic phase a range of values both for the
Avrami index n and for X1.The uncertainty in those
parameters is however not critical for the purpose of
the present work. As a matter of fact, a variability of n
between 0.4 and 0.5 reflects into very slight changes in
the temperature field in which crystallization takes
place; consequently, the influence of this parameter is
of minor entity. As for X1 of the mesomorphic phase,
although its variability could turn into larger changes
in the crystallization temperature window, its influ-
ence is confined to a cooling rate region in which the
crystallization of the a phase is very little (very high
cooling rates), thus not affecting the a phase kinetic
parameters.

As for the Avrami index of the crystalline a phase,
Table II reports values equal to 2.0 or 3.0, due to a
slight round-off with respect to the results obtained
via simulation. The Avrami index is here intended as
a mere fitting parameter, in line with most of the liter-
ature concerning polymer crystallization kinetics (see
for instance the review of Pantani et al.37 and the

review of Di Lorenzo and Silvestre43), although its
exact physical meaning should indicate the dimen-
sionality of growth (namely three or four for volume
filling depending whether nucleation is predeter-
mined of sporadic). In other words, the Avrami index
points out only the sensitivity of the crystallization
kinetics to the cooling rate, a larger n leads in fact to a
faster dependence of final crystallinity on cooling rate,
the curves crossover being always the same, i.e., about
one half of the maximum attainable crystallization at
an abscissa of K0D.

Table II shows that differences in materials do not
appear to be related in a simple way to kinetic param-
eters. This may be due to the fact that the set of materi-
als investigated in this work, since representative of
iPPs of industrial use, does not cover a wide range of
fundamental molecular parameters Mw and MWD. As
a matter of fact, the limited range of the molecular
parameters here explored probably does not com-
ply with a complete enlightenment of the role
played by each single factor onto the crystallization
behavior.

Nevertheless, some information can be drawn from
the table summarizing material kinetics behavior. For
example, the so-called ‘‘crystallizability,’’ i.e., the
product K0D instead of the two separate kinetic pa-
rameters, allows one to discuss the differences in the
nonisothermal crystallization behavior in relationship
to the materials investigated in this work. The crystal-
lizability, roughly corresponding to area under the ki-
netic constant curve versus temperature, has the
dimension of a cooling rate, and indicates somehow
the ability of the polymer to crystallize.33 A compari-
son of crystallizability values gives a good insight into
the influence of molecular parameters on the crystalli-
zation kinetics behavior. For instance, referring to the
monoclinic phase only, it can be observed that the
smallest value of K0D was obtained for the sample
without additives having the highest Mw and narrow-
est MWD. The highest values of crystallizability are
however observed for nucleated iPPs (M7N and M14).

Figure 11 Effect of molecular weight distribution onto the
density versus cooling rate behavior.

Figure 12 Effect of ethylene content onto the density versus
cooling rate behavior.

Figure 13 Effect of tacticity onto the density versus cooling
rate behavior.
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All things considered, it should be however under-
lined that differences in crystallizability below a factor
1.3 cannot be considered reliably assessed by the crys-
tallization kinetics method, due to the intrinsic errors
in the evaluation of both K and D throughout the best
fitting procedure.

If one looks at Figure 10, reporting density as a func-
tion of cooling rate for three polymers having similar
features (molecular mass and distribution) except for
the presence of nucleating agents, one comes to the
conclusion that the presence of nucleants shifts the
density cut-off toward larger values of cooling rate; as
a matter of fact, the calculated crystallizability of the
iPP denominated M7N (strongly nucleated) results
larger than the one of iPP1 and iPP4.

Higher values of crystallizability are observed when
the molecular weight distribution is broader (see for
instance materials iPP2 and iPP3). This behavior is
clearly shown in Figure 11, where four polymers with
MWD ranging from 3.5 (M2) to 26 (iPP2) are reported.
The observable shift of density cut-off toward larger
cooling rate upon increasing MWD is correctly accom-
panied by a parallel increase of crystallizability
(Table II).

On the other hand, no direct and obvious correla-
tion may be found to relate crystallizability to Mw.
This apparent inconsistency can be reasonably
explained by recalling the already mentioned low var-
iability of molecular weights of the iPP grades investi-
gated in this article, related to their ‘‘commercial’’ na-
ture. Consequently, in the light of crystallization
behavior, all the iPP molecular weights listed in Table
II have to be considered rather similar, being their dif-
ference in molecular weight not sufficient to develop
dissimilar crystallization kinetics.

Addition of small amounts of ethylene units in the
copolymer does not influence significantly any of
the kinetic parameters mentioned above, the small
changes of the product K0D mainly depending on the

differences in MWD and not upon the ethylene con-
tent. No significant differences in the product K0D
may be argued among materials M6, M9, and M16,
although the second couple is copolymerized with
ethylene. Also the amount of ethylene used in the
copolymerization process does not appear to be rele-
vant. These results are confirmed by density data
shown in Figure 12.

On the contrary, the couple of nucleated materials
(M7N and M14) that basically differ from the others
for the addition of ethylene in the latter show a large
difference in the crystallizability, suggesting a syner-
getic effect of copolymerization with the addition of a
nucleating agent on crystallization kinetics. Although
the enhancement of chain mobility, which increases
with ethylene content, and nucleation are both factors
promoting the crystallization kinetics, the source of
the synergy is not simple to interpret.

The tacticity index does not seam to have a signifi-
cant influence on the kinetics of monoclinic a phase.
Figure 13 shows that the density cut-off of M12, with a
lower tacticity, is slightly anticipated with respect to
the one of MP6; on the other hand, crystallizability of
M12 is somehow lower than the one of M6 (Table II).

Other kinetics parameters of the monoclinic phase
are more difficult to be related to molecular parame-
ters. Additionally, their physical meaning is not
straightforward with the exception of Avrami index n.
This last, in principle, represents the dimensionality of
the growth and the kind of nucleation. Experiments,
however, rarely well correlate with a value of n in line
with the dimensionality of the crystallization process
under observation.

Furthermore, the correlation of mesomorphic phase
kinetics parameters appears difficult, probably this
can be related to the fact that mesomorphic phase
determinations are affected by a larger uncertainty
due to the broader WAXD peaks characterizing this
phase.

TABLE II
Crystallization Kinetics Parameters

Material

Monoclinic Mesomorphic

K0

(s�1)
Tmax

(8C)
D
(8C) n X1

K0D
(8C s�1)

K0

(s�1)
Tmax

(8C)
D
(8C) n X1

K0D
(8C s�1)

HPB 1.6 82 28 2 0.55 44.8 1.6 57 19 0.4–0.5 0.45–0.55 30.4
M2 1.4 77.3 33 3.0 0.60 46.2 0.6 40 30 0.4–0.5 0.45–0.55 18
M12 2.5 79 30 2.0 0.51 75 3.3 42 31 0.4–0.5 0.45–0.55 94
M7N 8.0 82 30 2 0.48 240 NA NA NA 0.4–0.5 0.45–0.55 NA
M9 2.0 70 36 3.0 0.53 102 2.0 40 36 0.4–0.5 0.45–0.55 72
M6 2.4 66 40 3.0 0.54 96 2.0 40 40 0.4–0.5 0.45–0.55 80
M14 40 72 29 3.0 0.40 1160 1.0 40 34 0.4–0.5 0.45–0.55 34
M16 1.8 71 33 3.0 0.50 99.4 1.0 40 34 0.4–0.5 0.45–0.55 34
iPP1 1.6 82 28 2 0.55 44.8 1.6 57 19 0.4–0.5 0.45–0.55 30.4
iPP2 3.5 73 34 2 0.50 255.5 1.5 40 31 0.4–0.5 0.45–0.55 60
iPP3 2.7 70 35 2 0.57 189 0.22 40 40 0.4–0.5 0.45–0.55 8.8
iPP4 4.5 85 27 2 0.45 121 0.27 53.5 33.8 0.4–0.5 0.45–0.55 9.12
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With this respect, some recent cooling experiments
performed on a nanocalorimeter44 have shown two
distinct crystallization peaks (a and mesomorphic
phase) appearing in a quite large range of cooling
rates, the crystallization of the a taking place up to
about 10008C/s. The apparent contradiction with the
results here presented (alpha phase disappearing
above 200–3008C/s) may be consistently solved if one
considers that the amount of a phase formed at high
cooling rates is of the order of a few percent, hence
below the measure limits of WAXD (around 5%). Sec-
ondly, being the sample mass undergoing the DSC
cooling run in the nanocalorimeter of the order of a
few nanograms, the enhancement of crystallization
due to the ‘‘surface effect’’ (high constraints due to the
low sample size with respect to the average radius of
giration) must be taken into account. Thirdly, the pres-
ence of a mesomorphic phase crystallization peak at
room temperature justifies the difficulties encountered
in iPP amorphization, as confirmed by the present
results where a consistent value of the crystallization
kinetic constant of the mesomorphic phase at room
temperature is shown (Table II).

Finally, if one considers that, with a few exceptions,
the study was executed on a set of materials of indus-
trial interest, a conclusion can be drawn about the fact
that crystallization kinetics is mainly influenced only
by the presence of nucleating agents. The influence of
copolymerization on crystallization kinetics being rel-
evant only if coupled with nucleation.

CONCLUSIONS

A systematic investigation about the crystallization
kinetics under cooling rates typical of polymer pro-
cessing for several commercial iPP grades was carried
out, aiming to highlight the relevance of a number of
molecular parameters, including molecular weight
and distribution, tacticity, ethylene units content, and
nucleating agents.

The approach adopted, although the equations used
are clearly empirical, is rather general and it surely
represents a development with respect to phenomeno-
logical procedures describing relationships between
structure and processing conditions. In the intention
of the article, the kinetic parameters are the connec-
tions among such macroscopic observations.

Furthermore, the article provides a large amount of
consistent experimental data under nonisothermal
conditions (cooling rate range from below 0.1 to above
10008C/s) for a broad set of commercial iPPs so far
not extensively reported in literature.

It should be however underlined that the model
provides values of K(T) comparable for the different
grades, K(T) being the reciprocal of half-crystallization
isothermal time regardless the value of the Avrami
index.

The most influential factor turned out to be the pres-
ence of nucleating agents, which shifts toward larger
value the material intrinsic ‘‘crystallizability’’ (repre-
sented by area under the ‘‘bell-shaped’’ crystallization
kinetics constant versus temperature curve). In partic-
ular, the effect of molecular weight does not appear to
be very relevant, due to the limited range of molecular
weights available in material grades of a ‘‘commer-
cial’’ nature.

On the other hand, an increase in the polydispersity
index significantly reflects into a parallel increase in
crystallizability. Finally, addition of small amounts of
ethylene units in the copolymer does not appreciably
influence the kinetic parameters unless combined
with nucleation.
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